The 30 Trillion Heist---The Federal Reserve---Scene of the Crime?

By Mr. Robert L. Kelly

Jack Assbanker Publications. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 266 pages. Dimensions: 8.9in. x 5.9in. x 0.7in. Christian author, Robert L. Kelly, trumpets the virtual horn of Gabriel in The Federal Reserve Trilogy. The 30 Trillion Heist---Scene Of The Crime and The 30 Trillion Heist---Follow The Money!, are break-through documentaries and examples of investigative journalism at its finest. In them, Mr. Kelly issues a scathing and teeth-rattling review of the secret and unauthorized actions by the Federal Reserve System, while uncovering what may be the greatest crime of all time. His meticulous work tells the story of an utterly covert operation---a secret heist by the Fed, the banks and the elite of nearly 30 Trillion from the American taxpayer, absconded without the consent of Congress, or permission of the people. Their brazen action has set the stage for the third book of the trilogy, DApocalypse Now---The Doomsday Cycle. The 30 Trillion dollar heist and caper snatched taxpayer-backed money to surreptitiously reimburse banks and the elites, as a result of losses they experienced during the credit crisis. These books read like detective novels, revealing shocking details of the actions by the Federal Reserve, and a large number of co-conspirators. The 30 Trillion Heist...
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Absolutely essential read publication. It absolutely was written very completely and valuable. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.

-- Sarai Lebsack

Thorough guide for book enthusiasts. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Your lifestyle span will be transform when you total reading this article book.

-- Lindsey Larson
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